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Welcome
A few years ago, I discovered
a way to bring social impact to
the gifting world, by enabling
companies and people to transform
lives, enrich communities, and preserve the
environment through their gifts.
From empowering women in need of a second
chance to supporting sustainability and
reforestation efforts, Packed with Purpose gifts
create a meaningful impact. We are thrilled to
bring this unique gifting experience to you.
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With gratitude,

LEEATT ROTHSCHILD
FOUNDER, CEO
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Our Gifts Create an Impact
ENVIRONMENT

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

WELLNESS

Rainforest preservation;
Clean water access;
Landfill waste reduction;
Sustainable agricultural
practices

Vocational training for
adults with disabilities,
the formerly incarcerated,
and those with barriers
to employment

Professional and personal
development for women
in need of a second
chance; Safe housing
for young mothers
and their children

Opportunities for youth
in under-resourced
communities; Artistic
and skills development

Cancer screening and
program funding;
Nutrition and healthy
living education; Animal
welfare support
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Inspiring Stories In Every Gift
This gift created

meaningful

IMPACT

Inside every Packed with Purpose gift we
include our artful Impact Booklet, where
we tell the stories behind our Purposeful
Purveyors and their impact on individuals,
communities, and the environment.
Purveyor Spotlight

Purveyor Spotlight

Our Impact

Our Impact

Purveyor Spotlight

Visibility Arts

“Such a pleasant surprise to
receive this thoughtful gift. Not
only was it delicious, it was
also incredible to learn about
and support these amazing
organizations.” —Megan S.

“I love Lamb’s Farm. I’ve lived here since
Spotlight
1980Purveyor
and I have
a wonderful job, get to see my
girlfriend every day and participate in many
programs.” –Marc

Our Impact

Work + Shelter

Supports, encourages, and
enhances the skills of artists
with intellectual disabilities

Brings training, education, and independence
to women in India through
Rebuilding
Floured ApronExchange
Soma
ReSketch
Spice
fair-tradeRumi
textile
crafting
Diverts
waste
from landfills to create
a safe drinking
Enables
underserved
Delivers
Creates eco-friendly paper
Catalyzes economic
market
for reclaimed
materials
Project Fire
women
to establish building
more
water to the millions who
products by using 100%
development in rural
secure careers within the
lack access by partnering
reclaimed paper that would
Afghanistan through
Creates jobs and supports trauma
Give Good
Haiti Design
Level Ground
Planet Access
$4Mculinary industry
with charity: water
have otherwise been sent to
freshly harvested saffron
individuals
Employs adults with recovery for Chicago youth injured by
landfills Upholds direct trade
worth of qualityEmpowers
reusable materials
now available Brings economic stability
and employment to under practices by sourcing
disabilities to package gun
and violence through glassblowing,
to the public on the autism spectrum
mentoring, and trauma psychoeducation
through the production
resourced communities
organic foods from
ship all Packed with Purpose
Greyston Bakery
of handcrafted chocolates
in Haiti through artisan
smallscale producers in
gifts, empowering them to
111
Pioneered the concept of Open Hiring
13-21
craftsmanship
developing countries
achieve their full potential
people with barriers to employment provided
by providing jobs and resources to
Ages of youth in program
job training

47
Women’s Bean Project

“We’ve kept over 20 million pounds of
Hires chronically
building materials out of the landfill but one
unemployed women in
Tea Spot
Rise Up
Denver, providing
job and
of theKatherine
most Anne
important things we do The
is virtually
to help them
Handcrafts
small
Contributes to cancerlife skills,Reshapes
the lives of
invisible:
We
reskill.”
break theformer
cycle ofgang
poverty
batch confections using
wellness programs through
members
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|

Wild Ophelia
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no questions
asked, since 1982
Helps people
with developmental

average number
of U.S. children
teens shot each
day lives
disabilities
leadandproductive,
happy

Supports aspiring female
food entrepreneurs
Sulpice
through culinary-related
Brings
programs
scholarships
and health
internships
and nutrition education
Midwestern farm-fresh
their teas; inspired by the
by providing them with
to underserved children
Jamnation
Farms
Lola
Bar Saves Lives
ingredients
and fair-trade
founder’sThistle
experience
as a
sustainable
employment
through aThis
partnership
with
www.packedwithpurpose.gifts
Empowers women survivors
Supports anti-hunger and
cocoa Supports sustainability
cancer survivor
opportunities
CommonProvides
Threads life saving
efforts by sourcing locally
of trafficking, prostitution, food education programs
nutrition to children in
grown fruits, organic
and addiction by providing
stemming from founder’s
need around the world
ingredients, and ‘green’
safe housing and opportu
firsthand experience with
8 | www.packedwithpurpose.gifts
packaging
nities for independence
food insecurity
4

individuals with barriers to employment,
Lamb’s Farm

5,400+

by providing vocational, residential, and
individuals served in the community yearly
life skills programs

“You can do something
35,000that you’re good
–Roberto
at and1961
have a future.”
pounds of
brownies baked each day

Year founded, served 12 individuals with disabilities

250+
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men and women
nowfor
flourishing
on aI 72-acre
“If not
Greyston,
would campus
be on the streets.

Nine years later, I’ve been promoted and I
spend every day www.packedwithpurpose.gifts
mentoring new employees.”
|
9

–Dion
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$40 and Under

Impress and Inspire for Every Budget
Little Bites of Goodness $38
This fruit-filled bundle satisfies
any healthy snack cravings, while
giving back to opportunity youth
in urban communities

Best
Seller

For The Chocolate Lover $35

Make Her Shine $40

Brownies, toffee, and more support individuals
with developmental disabilities, and fund ovarian
cancer screenings

A beautiful necklace, candle, and lip balm make
the perfect trio and provide economic support to
women worldwide

Petite & Perfect $25
Sweet and salty chocolate and
caramel treats come together
to support individuals with
developmental disabilities
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$40 and Under CONT.
Make Them Smile $30
The perfect mix of nuts
and sweets supports causes
including animal shelter
restoration and women’s
vocational training

A Token of Appreciation $27
Fair trade chocolate, tea, and a
unique notebook come together
to support farmers and help
build schools

Tea Time $40

Here’s to You $40

Handcrafted tea, small batch jam, and
more support cancer wellness programs and
sustainable agriculture

Everyday relaxation essentials make up this beautiful
gift while creating opportunities for women,
children, and survivors of addiction
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Meet Our Purposeful Purveyors

WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

Confections with Convictions
Bright Endeavors
Empowers young moms and their
children to overcome homelessness
and poverty by offering safe housing
and career development through the
production of handcrafted soy candles

Spa-Like Serenity $45
Enjoy a beautiful Bright Endeavors lavender candle,
paired perfectly with other relaxation essentials

Founded by a counselor for youth
in the court systems, this social
enterprise helps individuals move
beyond systemic injustices and
barriers to employment through the
art of exquisite chocolate-making

Best
Seller

Scrumptious Shareables $60
Something for everyone to enjoy, including
dark chocolate bark sprinkled with sea salt from
the kitchens of Confections with Convictions
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Business and Events

Delight clients, thank referrals, and celebrate employees
Chicago Rocks* $60
Celebrate with rocks glasses
etched with the city’s
neighborhoods and hand
blown cocktail stirrers made
by Chicago youth impacted
by gun violence

Best
Seller

Everyday Exploration $84

Everyday Inspiration $48

This sleek tumbler, notebook, and travel tag
make the perfect addition for any business or
personal travel, all in support of clean water
and reforestation

Add style to any business trip with a handcrafted
cedar wood pen, leather cord organizer, and more,
while giving back to environmental, educational,
and vocational causes
*Other cities available upon request with minimum order

Indulgent Impact $56
A perfect blend of treats and keepsakes, this gift
will surprise and delight while creating employment
opportunities for the formerly incarcerated and for
individuals with disabilities
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Business and Events CONT.
Gourmet Gift $65
Sweet and savory pair perfectly
for that colleague or client
looking for a bit of luxury,
while supporting animal
welfare and shelter upkeep

Earth Friendly Goods $54
Tea, toffee, a bamboo-wrapped tumbler, and
more come together in the ultimate sustainable
gift supporting ovarian cancer screenings,
women owned businesses, and more

On the Rocks Deluxe $110

Notable Essentials $46

Enjoy an evening of indulgence with handcrafted
whiskey stones, roasted chocolate-covered almonds,
and hand blown cocktail stirrers, which support gun
violence survivors and sustainable artisan craft

Style and sustainability come together in this
practical duo of a unique tumbler and notebook
that helps reduce waste in our landfills
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Meet Our Purposeful Purveyors

ENVIRONMENT

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

Big Picture Farms
This Animal-Welfare Approved farm
supports 40 happy and healthy goats
living in safe and sustainable pastures,
and produces award-winning goat
milk caramels

Gratitude Galore $38
Tasty trail mix, rich shortbread, caramels, and
more make an ideal gift to say ‘thank you’ while
supporting sustainable energy sources, animal
welfare, and individuals with autism

Best
Seller

Project FIRE
This artist development and
employment program offers a space
to heal and create for youth who
have been affected by gun violence
and trauma

RosÉ All Day $85
Pair your favorite wine with this elegant gift
featuring a stylish hand blown wine stopper
and a handcrafted candle made from a
repurposed wine glass
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Holiday Shareables

Share the Sweetness of the Holiday Season
Best
Seller

A Sweet Thanks Signature $49
A best seller that is perfect
to share; this gift empowers
individuals with developmental
disabilities and helps preserve
the environment

Gourmet Hot Chocolate $45
Send warm wishes with a cozy mug of hot
cocoa, artisan marshmallows, and buttery
cookies while supporting individuals with
disabilities and small batch producers
Something for Everyone $135

Holiday Cheer $29

Delight them all with this bountiful selection of
delicious treats, supporting food banks in the U.S.
and coffee cooperatives in Colombia

Spread holiday cheer with irresistible peppermint
bark and chocolatey brownies, while supporting
the building of playgrounds, cancer screenings,
and more

Best
Seller
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Holiday Shareables cont.
Chicago Gourmet Goodness $45
A delicious assortment of our
Chicago purveyors’ products
that supports aspiring female
food entrepreneurs, fosters
employment for urban youth,
and strengthens the Chicago
community

Best
Seller

A Sweet Thanks Deluxe $75
A special way to show your
appreciation, this gourmet
assortment supports job
training for individuals with
disabilities and women facing
barriers to employment

Edible Extravaganza $150

The Grand Deluxe $215

Make a statement with this
mouthwatering masterpiece
while contributing to rainforest
reforestation, women’s
empowerment, cancer wellness,
and much more

The ultimate indulgence for
any and every celebration,
with 15 sweet and savory
selections, impacting
individuals and communities
from Chicago to Brazil
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Meet Our Purposeful Purveyors

WELLNESS

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

The Tea Spot

Lambs Farm

Founded by a cancer survivor,
The Tea Spot facilitates wellness
programming to decrease cancer
risks and increase health for
individuals in treatment or recovery

For nearly 60 years Lambs Farm has
provided job training, a residential
community, and life skills to people
with developmental disabilities who
learn and grow as they craft sweet treats

Positive Vibes $45
Sip flavorful tea from The Tea Spot in a
beautiful reusable mug, and support artisan
crafts and sustainability

Tasty Temptations $55
Delight a crowd with chocolate covered pretzels
from Lambs Farm, cookies, popcorn, and more
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Delicious Delicacies, Under $75
Premium Treats to Wow One or a Crowd

Delicious Breakfast Bundle $50

Healthy Treats $60

Provide a memorable start to their day with
this satisfying selection, including energizing
granola produced by women overcoming
addiction and abuse

This array of mouthwatering goodies includes
ethically harvested fruits from the Amazon and
wholesome nuts and granola, giving back to
life-saving child nutrition programs and more

Thoughtful Wishes (Kosher) $49
A bounty of goodness awaits,
from scrumptious brownies
to award-winning caramels,
all supporting causes from
animal welfare to preserving
the environment

Best
Seller

Spice It Up $45
This flavorful assortment will
tingle their taste buds, catalyze
economic development in
rural Afghanistan, support
sustainable farming practices,
and more
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Delicious Delicacies, Over $75
Energizing Delights $75
A delightful assortment of
sophisticated snacks, from
sustainably produced coffee
giving back to individuals with
autism, to granola produced by
women overcoming trauma

Above and Beyond $160

Thoughtful Treats $100

Brimming with artisan-made goodies, this gift has
it all; transforming lives from Detroit to Uganda
and helping to preserve the environment

Wow them with this spectacular assortment for all to
enjoy while supporting sustainable farming practices,
women’s empowerment programs, and more

Best
Seller

Inspirational Impact $115
Fill the room with flavor
and impact lives one bite
at a time, from funding
cancer wellness programs
to employing veterans
and formerly incarcerated
individuals
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Meet Our Purposeful Purveyors

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT

Pebble

Denik

Pebble employs over 12,000 women in
rural Bangladesh to handknit beautiful
baby toys, offering them fair wages and
child care, enabling them to provide
for their children from the comfort of
their own villages

Denik funds the construction
of new schools in communities
all over the world through sales
of their unique notebooks
showcasing emerging artist
designs on each cover

Beautiful Baby $50
These soft and sustainable baby products include
a unique handknit rattle from the artistic and
gifted mothers at Pebble

The Stylish Traveler $49
Send them off in style, equipped with
a beautiful Denik notebook, perfect
for taking notes at work or on the go
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Celebrations and Occasions

welcome new baby, celebrate new home, delight just because
Sustainable Kitchen
Favorites $68

Hello World! (Unisex) $58
Sweet treats and soothing tea
are paired with an adorable
onesie and art cards for baby’s
development, supporting people
with disabilities, cancer wellness,
and more

Warm up their new home
with a sustainable trio of
handcrafted kitchenware
from global artisans and
a versatile cookbook that
supports clean water efforts

Because She’s Special $54

Thoughtful Blooms $45

Baby Snuggles $70

New Mom and Baby Love $65

Elegant creations offer that special someone
indulgence and enjoyment while providing job
training and a second chance to young moms and
their children

Delicate designs grace this journal, accompanied by
a modern ceramic tumbler, to support sustainable
lifestyles and the creation of new schools

Wrap a new bundle of joy in this beautiful blanket
and bandana while fostering fair trade practices
and upholding environmentally friendly clothing
production practices

Organic cotton accessories for baby, and sweet treats
for mom, this gift will bring smiles all around,
while supporting causes like youth nutrition
education
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Celebrations and Occasions cont.
Little One Luxuries (Unisex) $66

Eco-Conscious Home $49

Homemade oat cookies and
soothing tea are paired with
an organic cotton onesie,
bandana and handmade rattle, to
collectively support eco-friendly
production practices, artisan
mothers and their children in
Bangladesh, and more

Lavender luxuries and an
earth friendly cookbook will
brighten up any home, giving
back to the environment and
young mothers in need of a
second chance

Best
Seller

Best
Seller

Entertaining Essentials $77

Sunshine Baby (Unisex) $54

A Toast for Two $75

Not Just a Day at the Beach $49

The perfect housewarming gift; this handcrafted
wooden board, knife, mouth-watering jam, and
savory crackers support survivors of sex trafficking
and sustainable production practices

A delightful trio of beautiful onesie, beanie, and
rattle will delight any little one, while giving back
to environmental causes and empowering artisan
women crafters

For the happy couple, or the new business
partners, handcrafted wine glasses and wine
stopper make the perfect pair, providing job
training to youth impacted by gun violence

Artistically designed towel, canvas zip bag, and
lavender lip balm will delight any beach-goer and
give back to our oceans and women overcoming
economic barriers
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Meet Our Purposeful Purveyors

WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT

ENVIRONMENT

Woodchuck

Together We Bake

This sustainability powerhouse plants
a tree for every one of their products,
including their sophisticated, handcrafted cedar wood covered journals

TWB provides career advancement and
training in the foodservice and hospitality
fields to women who have overcome
challenges with addiction and abuse

Sustainable Luxuries $70
A sophisticated trio of sustainable products
supports waste reduction in landfills and
forest conservation; includes a code to track
where a tree was planted for the journal
included in this gift

Good for you Goodies $50
Decadence with a healthy twist, including
wholesome trail mix crafted by the women at TWB,
and energizing tea-infused snack bites produced by
Chicago opportunity youth working to move beyond
economic barriers
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How To Order
1
Choose your gifts

or let us curate gifts for you

2
Submit an order form

www.packedwithpurpose.gifts/gift-concierge

3
Add your logo

to the gift box if you choose

We’ll take care of the rest.

Inspiring gifts await your recipients.

We offer many additional products and branding options, here is a small sample

your
logo
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Thank You

Together we’re making an impact
www.packedwithpurpose.gifts
844.797.GIFT
orders@packedwithpurpose.gifts
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